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&#147;Imagine a world without sadness, fear, or evil. That is what God wants for all of us. That is

why He gave us the Ten Commandments.â€•In this illustrated guide, noted moral teacher and

popular talk show host Dennis Prager explains the Ten Commandments in a way that young

readers can understand. Fluent in Hebrew, he provides unique insights into the most important

words ever written, showing your whole family, no matter what your faith, why the Ten

Commandments are as powerful and fresh today as they were to our ancestors. It will be an

amazing discovery!
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I really like how this book can facilitate great conversation with kids. It can be the backbone to more

daily conversations with naturally arising teaching/learning/growing moments.The common sense

points/facts/opinions are all beneficially in this book; Some topics in the book may be incomplete/not

exactly clear, depending on their age level--most attentive parents often know the best word choices

that help their children best understand what is being said.Still this book definitely did an excellent

job in saying it well and stating vital points, thus putting conversations on the best path to teach our

children well!So many silly kids books (there is a time for them) and brain-numbing books (don't

waste your child's intelligence) should be replaced with books like this.



Great book. Keep in mind this is from a OT or Hebrew perspective, not a Christian perspective (you

might have some debates over the unforgivable sin passage in the 2nd commandment). It's an

excellent teaching tool.

Dennis Prager brings his insight and wisdom to children in his book on the Ten Commandments.

This book is easily accessible for children and adults. Even I enjoyed this book as much as my

nieces and nephews who I gave this book as a gift for Christmas.

Incredible to find a book of this quality and applicability in today's marketplace. As a church school

pastor I am thoroughly impressed with the mode of presentation and the fidelity to the Lord's Word

traced back to the original Hebrew. Owing to brevity, a good thing for most children, Mr. Prager

confines himself to a bare bones application of each commandment. But he is to be commended for

bringing these timeless truths to life in a way that can reach childhood states despite the secular

mindset that prevails today. I also find the illustrations extremely well-designed and appropriate for a

variety of cultural and ethnic settings in America. Thank you Mr. Prager. Your contribution to the

spiritual growth and future happiness of our children and youth is much appreciated.

Whoa! This is a concise and highly educational guide for children. Great for either first exposure or

continued learning on the Ten Commandments.Very impressive.

Absolutely excellent! We are long-time readers and find all of Dennis's works well worth the

purchase.I have purchased copies of the adult version for other family members as well as for

ourselves. I have not sent the children's book out yet but having read it myself, find it, too,

excellent.Dennis is of Jewish faith and my husband is a Presbyterian pastor and ,I too, am also,

Christian.He writes from original source and interpretation.We also follow Dennis"s 5 Minute Prager

University courses. His series on the Torah, is excellent, probably available only from his

organization.

My kid loved it, but, I thought it was a little too simplistic. I thought there would be more engaging

examples, especially for young people.

Great book for kids to be introduced to the Ten Commandments. I highly recommend it as first a

"read to" book that can evolve into a "new reader" book.
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